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Key concepts: sometimes
with contested meanings

Assimilation

Melting pot

Institutional racism

Multiculturalism

Anti-racism

Integration

Community cohesion

Citizenship
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Dizzee Rascal at the Olympic Opening ceremony, London 2012



Where do immigrants come from? The top dozen places, 1841 to 
2001 (Source Dorling, LES)
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That dozen places of origin as a proportion of UK population (Dorling, LSE)





Biggest waves of immigration 
with approximate dates

Irish immigration 1840- 1920
Jewish immigration 17th century, 1880-1910, 1931-46
West Indian immigration 1948- 1962
South East Asian (India, Pakistan, Bangladesh) 1947-1970
East European immigration 2000-2015

Immigration from Canada, Australia and the US has always
been high.



A short history of Jewish 
immigration



Jewish religious
organizations in 
the UK today



• According to the 2011 census, 263,346 people 
answered "Jewish" to the voluntary question on 
religion,



Jewish 
Chronicle, 
published in 
London since 
the 1840s





East London synagogue



Commemorative plaque



Benjamin Disraeli became
prime minister in 1868



« Jews’ temporary shelter »
Established in 1885





Campaign against Jewish
immigrants



A Jewish marriage in 1904





Jewish trade union banner



Isaac Rosenberg





The Troop Ship

Grotesque and queerly huddled
Contortionists to twist
The sleepy soul to a sleep,
We lie all sorts of ways
And cannot sleep.
The wet wind is so cold,
And the lurching men so careless,
That, should you drop to a doze,
Winds' fumble or men's feet
Are on your face.





Painting by Mark 
Gertler



A Pinter play



Lucien Freud



Painting by Oskar Kokoschka





One of Arthur Koestler’s
many books



Peter Sellers, comic actor
1925-1980



Amy Winehouse



Tony Cliff 1917-2000





A short history of Irish 
immigration



In 2019, around 322 000 Irish 
citizens living in the UK

2011 : 517 000 identify as Irish 
in the census













James Callaghan



Denis Healey



Robert Boyle, 17th 
century chemist, 
inventor of Boyle’s
law

The mathematical equation for 
Boyle's law is:   pV =k
where:
p denotes the pressure of the 
system. V denotes the volume
of the gas. k is a constant value 
representative of the pressure 
and volume of the system. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volume


Oscar Wilde





George Bernard Shaw





Film based on books by C S Lewis





St Patrick’s day parade in London



Anti-Irish racism in the 
19th century



1960s



Anti-Irish racism in the 1970s





2014



2018



2018







A short history of South East
Asian immigration to Britain



« Curry mile » Rusholme, 
Manchester. At least 70 South Asian 
restaurants,



British sikhs with the then
prime minister



East India House















Asian dub foundation





2018







Hanif Kureishi



One of Kureishi’s 
novels, about 
children of Indian 
immigrants and 
questions of 
identity



Ben Kingsley



Ben Kingsley 
playing Gandhi



2018



2018

Moeen Ali







A short history of Caribbean 
immigration to Britain.



The symbol 
of the anti-
slavery 
movement



Equiano





Bus organized by the league of coloured people





Una Marson





Windrush



Windrush passenger 
list



1970





Notting Hill 2005



Ronald Moody















UNISON Black 
members group

UNISON has over a 
million members



Key dates in the history 
of multiculturalism and 
diversity in the UK



1936 Cable street

1948 Windrush

1958 Riots in Notting Hill

1962 Commonwealth immigration Act



Oswald Mosley in London in the 1930s



Mural commemmorating Cable street







Cable street



1948 Windrush







Long title : An Act to make temporary 
provision for controlling the immigration 
into the United Kingdom of 
Commonwealth citizens; to authorise the 
deportation from the United Kingdom of 
certain Commonwealth citizens 
convicted of offences and recommended 
by the court for deportation; to amend 
the qualifications required of 
Commonwealth citizens applying for 
citizenship under the British Nationality 
Act, 1948; to make corresponding 
provisions in respect of British protected 
persons and citizens of the Republic of 
Ireland; and for purposes connected with 
the matters aforesaid

Commonwealth immigrants Act



1965 (the first) Race Relations Act

1968: Enoch Powell’s « Rivers of Blood » speech

1977:  The « Anti-Nazi League »



The Act made it a civil offence to refuse to serve a 
person, to serve someone with unreasonable delay, 
or to overcharge, on the grounds of colour, race, or 
ethnic or national origins.

Race Relations Act



« Rivers of 
Blood » speech 
by Enoch Powell, 
a leading 
Conservative 
party politician,





Anti-nazi league badges 1977



A history of the Anti-Nazi
League



Rock against racism concert  1970s





1993 Racist murder of Stephen 
Lawrence

1999 Publication of Macpherson 
report

2000 Race relations (amendment) Act
– a statutory duty to « promote racial 
equality »

2003 Employment Equality (Religion 
and Belief) regulations

2010 Equality Act



Murder of Stephen 
Lawrence





Publication of the Macpherson report on the 
murder of Stephen Lawrence







The Equality Act 2010 consolidated and united all 
the different laws against discrimination on basis 
of ethnic origin, sex or sexuality, in one law.





What is multiculturalism?

• “… multiculturalism in the modern 
world involves on the one hand the 
acceptance of a single culture and a 
single set of individual rights 
governing the public domain and a 
variety of folk cultures in the private 
domestic and communal domains.”

(John Rex (2001) “The concept of a multicultural society“ in 
Guibernau, Montserrat and Rex, John (eds.): The Ethnicity  
reader, Nationalism, Multiculturalism and Migration, Cambridge, 
UK: Polity Press, p. 210



Kenan Malik: 
“the idea of a plural or multicultural society is (...) a deeply 
ambiguous one… [the concept of multiculturalism] overestimates 
the homogeneity and autonomy of the various ethnic groups and 
underestimates the degree to which all groups are reciprocally 
implicated in the creation of cultural forms within a common 
framework (...).” 

In The Meaning of race: race history and Culture in Western Societies, London, Palgrave, 1998



Some responses to diversity
questions, multiculturalism and 
racism today





A campaign pack against 
racism at football 
grounds





Love music Hate 
Racism festival 
2009

LMHR concert October 2015



Far right demonstration



A trade union campaign against the BNP



The « English Defence
League »







Searchlight, an anti-
fascist magazine



Stand Up to Racism demonstration, November 2018



In 2005, the British government introduced a « citizenship test » which most 
foreigners need to pass if they want to become British . It costs £50 to take 
the test. From 2010 to  2014, of the 748,613 Life in the UK tests taken 
during this period 185,863 were failed, which means a pass rate of 75.17%,



2015




